Abstract. The Conley index of an isolated invariant set is defined only for flows; we construct an analogue called the 'shape index' for discrete dynamical systems. It is the shape of the one-point compactification of the unstable manifold of the isolated invariant set in a certain topology which we call its 'intrinsic' topology (to distinguish it from the 'extrinsic' topology which it inherits from the ambient space). Like the Conley index, it is invariant under continuation. A key point is the construction of a certain 'index category' associated with the isolated invariant set; this construction works equally well for flows or discrete time systems, and its properties imply the basic properties of both the Conley index and the shape index.
Introduction
The homotopy index developed over the years by C. C. Conley and his students has been justly termed the Conley index. Although virtually all of Conley's students had some part in the development of the theory of this index, the version closest to the one we present here first appeared in the thesis of Kurland (published as [6] ). Recent expositions appear in [1] , [2] , [9] and [11] .
The basic theory of the Conley index may be summarized as follows:
(1) The Conley index of an isolated invariant set of a flow is independent of the index pair used to define it.
(2) The Conley index is invariant under continuation. (Definitions will be given in the sequel.) We shall prove the following analogue which works equally well for discrete time dynamical systems and flows:
(1) The intrinsic topology of the unstable manifold of an isolated invariant set of a dynamical system is independent of the index pair used to define it.
(2) The shape of the one-point compactification of this unstable manifold is invariant under continuation.
The main ingredient of the proof is the construction of maps associated to pairs of index pairs {N a , L a ) and (Np, L p ) and non-negative times t, and satisfying the identity
Notation and terminology
Throughout M denotes a compact smooth manifold (although many of our arguments work on a locally compact metric space). By a dynamical system on M we mean a smooth homomorphism of groups r->Diff(M) :*-»/' from the additive group T into the group Dili (M) of diffeomorphisms from M onto itself. We consider two cases simultaneously: discrete time T = Z so that /eDifi(M) and/' denotes the fth iterate of/ and continuous time T = R so that / is a flow. In the continuous time case the smoothness hypothesis means that the evaluation map R X M -> M : ( / , X ) H / ( X ) is smooth (C 1 ). In the continuous time case we call the vector field t>e #? 2. An overview of shape theory Shape theory was invented by Borsuk; our main reference is [7] . An older reference explaining inverse and direct systems and their limits is [3] . The definitions (given below) are arranged so that the following theorems are true. THEOREM Here are the relevant definitions. First, by theorem 7 (p 319) and theorem 8 (p 320) of [7] , a compact topological space has the homotopy type of a compact polyhedron if and only if it has the homotopy type of a compact CW-complex if and only if it has the homotopy type of a compact ANR; we call such a space a homotopy polyhedron.
By an inverse system over a directed set A we mean a pair (P,p), where P is a function which assigns to each a € A a space P a and p is a function which assigns to a, be A with a s b a morphism p ab :P b -> P a such that p ab °p bc = p ac for a < b< c and p a a = id, the identity map of P a . The spaces P a are called the spaces of the system, while the morphisms p ab are called the bonding morphisms. Let (Q, q) be another inverse system over a directed set B. An indexed family of morphisms is ultimately homotopic to the identity family of (P,p) and the composition (/, </>) ° (g, i/0 is ultimately homotopic to the identity family of (Q, q); the family (/, <f>) is then called a sliape equivalence.
By an algebraic functor we mean one denned on the homotopy category of homotopy polyhedra into a category which admits inverse limits if the functor is covariant and direct limits if the functor is contravariant. Any functor into the category of groups is an example.
We have now defined all the terminology needed to understand the statements of 2.1-2.7 (except perhaps that which can be found in [3] ) and proceed to guide the reader to the proofs. The reader is invited to test his/her understanding of the definitions by showing that the Warsaw circle of [7] (p xiii and example 4 on p 67) has the shape of the circle.
A proof of theorem 2.1 is given on p 61 of [7] . Theorem 2.2 comes from theorem 9 on p 65 and remark 2 on p 19. For theorem 3 see theorem 2 on p 122, remark 2 on p 124 and theorem 4 on p 128. Corollary 2.5 is a triviality. Any space is the inverse limit of a trivial inverse system having a directed set of one element, viz. the space itself. A shape equivalence between two such trivial inverse systems is the same thing as a homotopy equivalence. Corollary 2.6 is also a triviality; the identity map is a shape equivalence.
For corollary 2.7 we must construct a shape equivalence between the inverse system (P,p) over A and the trivial inverse system (Q, i) over {1}, where Qi = P a and i,, = id, the identity map of P a . Let i: {l}-» A be given by i(l) = a and IT: A^{1} Proof. In standard references on Morse theory such as [8] or [5] it is proved that on a manifold with a boundary one can always find a Morse function having the boundary as a regular level and that one can use that Morse function to extend a cellular decomposition of the boundary to the whole manifold. Using this fact, first decompose ^"'(OJnMf^O) (no boundary), then decompose N n $~' ( 0 ) and N n "'(0) (boundary is $ " ' ( 0 ) 0 ^"'(0)), extend this decomposition to a 'collar' of dN of form (flup)" 1^. e]) (product with an interval) and finally extend to N (boundary is ( < &'^)~1(e)). Now we have made N into a CW-complex with L a subcomplex. Hence JV/L is a CW-complex.
Isolated invariant sets and continuation
Fix a dynamical system / on M. Given any set V, denote by /(V,f) the maximal invariant set inside of V:
An isolating neighbourhood for / is a set V such that the maximal invariant set in its closure is contained in its interior:
an isolated invariant set for / is a set S of form for some isolating neighbourhood V (one then says that V is an isolating neighbourhood for (5,/)). PROPOSITION Now assume (i) and (ii), but that/ # is not continuous, i.e. that there is a sequence {*"}<= N/L converging to xe N (by compactness) and a sequence {/"} converging to t €R + with/£(*") not converging tof#(x). We must derive a contradiction. We distinguish two cases: /#(*) = * and /#(*) =/'(*) e AT\L.
First consider the case/#(x) = *. Then passing to a subsequence, we may assume flp(x n )=f'"(x n )e N\L and that/'(*)£ L (else we would have convergence). But
we must have f l°-'\x)r\L^<Z, which together with f'(x)(. L contradicts (i).
Now consider the case /#(*) =/'(*) e A^\l-Then passing to a subsequence and using the continuity of/, we may assume that/# (x n ) = * for all n so/ [0> ' nl (x n ) £ JV\L.
] ( x n ) n L^0 ; in either case choose s n e[0, t n ] so that /*"(*") e L (in the former case we use (ii)). The points f"{x n ) accumulate at a point f\x) e L, which contradicts the assumption that/#(x) =/'(*) e N \ L (for that would require / c°' ' ] (x) c N\L). This completes the proof. THEOREM 
Assume the discrete case: T = Z. Thenf 0 is continuous if and only if: (A0) Every x o e Lnf~*(N\L) has a neighbourhood A o in M withf(A o nN\L) <= M\N. (This means that whenever x o e L but f(x 0 ) e N\L we have/ # (x) = * for all x e N\L sufficiently near x 0 .) (BO) Every x o e(N\L) nf~\(dN)\L) has a neighbourhood B o in M withf{B o n N\L)cN. (This means that whenever x o e N\L and f 0 (x o ) = f(x 0 )e N\L then / # (x) =f(x) e
N\Lfor all x sufficiently near x 0 .) Proof. Assume condition (AO) fails. We will show that / # is not continuous at *. We have x o e L with/(x 0 ) e N\L, and no A o exists as in (AO); thus there is a sequence x n e N\L converging to x 0 with f(x n ) e N. Since L is closed and /(x 0 ) € N\L, we even have f(x n ) € N\L. But then / # (x n ) =/(x n ) converges to /(x 0 ) e N\L while x n converges to * in N\L. Thus / # is not continuous.
Next assume condition (BO) fails for some x o € N\L. We will show that/* is not continuous at x 0 . Then x o e N\L and/(x 0 ) e N\L, but since no B o exists as in (BO), there is a sequence x n e N\L converging to x 0 with/(x n )g N. Then/ # (x n ) = * does not converge in N/L to / # (x 0 ) =/(x 0 ) € N\L so that /# is not continuous. / # is continuous at *. We assume not, and derive a contradiction. There is a sequence We remark that in view of theorem 4.2 this definition agrees with the standard definition (see [1] , [2] , [9] and [11] ) in the continuous case. Our goal in this section is to prove that any isolated invariant set admits an index pair. We shall in fact prove somewhat more; namely that there exist index pairs which are stable (i.e. remain index pairs) under suitable perturbations of the dynamical system / THEOREM 
Let V be an isolating neighbourhood for (S,f). Then there exists a Lyapunov function for (S,f) on V, i.e. a smooth function
4>(x)=0 forxeS. Proof. We first consider the discrete time case: T = Z. Note that in this case the conclusion of the theorem may be more simply expressed as<I>(x) = 0 i f x e S and <J>(/(x))<4>(x)ifx,/(x)eV\S.
Step 1 Step 2. As M is separable, we may find functions <!>": M->R as in step 1 so that the open sets {xeM: <t> n (/(x)) <<&"(*)} cover (V\S)nf~\V). We then define <f > by an infinite series <*>(*)= I c n 4> n (x), n where the coefficients c n are chosen positive and tending to zero so rapidly that the series converges uniformly. (If it is desired that 4> be of class C , choose the coefficients so that the derivatives of order ^r converge uniformly as well.)
The continuous time case is quite similar.
Step 2 is exactly the same; for step 1 we replace the sum by an integral:
J-q
As before we obtain an equation As the inequalities defining TV cannot hold for x e d V, we have we take
Then TV n &~1{e) = 0 and f(L) n TV = 0 so that there exists a neighbourhood 9 of / i n Diff(M) with g(N)nf(®~\e)) = 0 and g{L)n TV = 0 for ge 9. Hence for g € ^. From theorem 4.5 it follows that g# is continuous. From S<=int(V)n4>-'(0) we obtain S<=int(TV)c V. From S<=int(TV) we obtain S<= int (/"'(TV)) so that 5 c TV\Lc V. Thus TV\L is an isolating neighbourhood for (5,/) = (/(V,/),/). By proposition 3.1 we have that JV\L is an isolating neighbourhood for (/(V, g), g) for g sufficiently n e a r / We note that we can also choose e so that -e is a regular value of <£ and e is a regular value of ¥ = < E > °/~' (Sard's theorem [5] ) and then perturb <I > and ¥ so that &~l(-e) and ty~l(e) are transverse. Then by lemma 2.8 N/L is a homotopy polyhedron. This completes the proof of theorem 5.3. (x) e N a \L a for 0 < s < t-t a p/3 for x near x 0 . Now it follows again from lemma 6.2 that / 5 (x) e N P \L P for t ap /3 < s < f for x near x 0 . We conclude that a neighbourhood of x 0 in N a \L a is contained in C' a p, so that the continuity of/J, Q at x 0 follows from the continuity of/'. This completes the proof of (i).
Assertion 
